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ABSTRACT
Generally in a white light-emitting diode (LED), a phosphor slurry is placed around the semiconductor chip or the
phosphor is conformally coated over the chip to covert the narrowband, short-wavelength radiation to a broadband white
light. Over the past few years, the remote-phosphor method has provided significant improvement in overall system
efficiency by reducing the photons absorbed by the LED chip and reducing the phosphor quenching effects. However,
increased light output and smaller light engine requirements are causing high radiant energy density on the remotephosphor plates, thus heating the phosphor layer. The phosphor layer temperature rise increases when the phosphor
material conversion efficiency decreases. Phosphor layer heating can negatively affect performance in terms of luminous
efficacy, color shift, and life. In such cases, the performance of remote-phosphor LED lighting systems can be improved
by suitable thermal management to reduce the temperature of the phosphor layer. To verify this hypothesis and to
understand the factors that influence the reduction in temperature, a phosphor layer was embedded in a perforated metal
heatsink to remove the heat; the parameters that influence the effectiveness of heat extraction were then studied. These
parameters included the heatsink-to-phosphor layer interface area and the thermal conductivity of the heatsink. The
temperature of the remote-phosphor surface was measured using IR thermography. The results showed that when the
heat conduction area of the heatsink increased, the phosphor layer temperature decreased, but at the same time the
overall light output of the remote phosphor light engine used in this study decreased due to light absorption by the metal
areas.
Keywords: light-emitting diode, remote phosphor, thermal management, solid-state lighting, down-conversion, IR
thermography, extended-surface heat conduction

1. INTRODUCTION
There are two main components in a phosphor-converted white LED package that convert energy: 1) the LED chip that
converts electrical energy to a short-wavelength visible radiant energy, and 2) the phosphor material that down-converts
the short-wavelength visible radiation to a broadband long-wavelength visible radiation [1],[2] The heat generation
inside a phosphor-converted white LED package is mostly due to the inefficiencies in these conversion processes.
At present, the heat generation within an LED and the effect of this heat on LED performance is well understood [3].
With the industry moving toward higher lumen packages with smaller footprint light engines, there is significant
research interest in understanding the heat production within the phosphor layer and its effects. Generally, phosphor
conversion efficiency is negatively affected by an increase in temperature [4]. In addition, the temperature rise affects the
binding material used in creating the phosphor layers and reduces the overall light output of the LED. The temperature
rise caused by a reduced phosphor conversion efficiency and additional light absorption by the binding material
accelerates lumen degradation and reduces system useful lifetime [5].
In a white LED system, the amount of phosphor layer heat buildup depends on a number factors that include: 1) the
location of the phosphor, 2) the thickness and concentration of the phosphor layer, 3) the binding media used in creating
the phosphor layer, 4) the LED chip and package structure, and 5) the phosphor conversion efficiency [1],[2],[6]-[8].
Past studies have observed the heat generated in the phosphor layer, caused by the conversion efficiency losses (quantum
conversion losses and Stokes shift losses) and trapped photons in the phosphor layer (due to total internal reflection and
Fresnel reflection), can be as high as 13% of the total input electrical power to the LED system [8]. Furthermore, studies
have stated this generated heat in the phosphor layer can increase the operational temperature of the phosphor layer to
greater than 150°C [2],[7].
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As a solution to this heat buildup in phhosphor layerss, some studiees have investiigated thermallly conductive binding
media, such as glass and alumina,
a
for fabbricating the phosphor
p
layer [1], while othhers have studiied pulsed operation to
reduce the phosphor
p
operaation temperatture [2]. In adddition to thesse studies, deddicated thermaal managemennt of the
phosphor layyer has been pu
ursued with thee use of a therm
mally conductinng material attaached to the phhosphor layer [9].
The operating temperature of the phosphoor layer becom
mes a critical paarameter in deetermining the useful system lifetime,
and therefore, investigatio
on of a thermal managemennt method thaat could reducce the operatinng temperaturee of the
phosphor layyer and analyzing the effect of the thermall management method on thhe overall opticcal performancce of the
LED system were the goalss of this study.

2. ME
ETHODOLO
OGY
o those shown in Figure 1, was
w used to connduct the heat away from thee phosphor layyer to the
A metal heattsink, similar to
surrounding ambient. It waas hypothesizedd that by increaasing the contaact surface areaa between the phosphor
p
layerr and the
heatsink, thee temperature of the phosphor layer wouuld decrease. Three heatsinnk configuratioons with varying heat
conduction area
a
(Table 1) were used too investigate thhe effect of inncreased heat conduction arrea on phosphhor layer
temperature. It was also hy
ypothesized thaat heatsinks with
w higher therrmal conductivvity would reduuce the temperrature of
the phosphorr layer. Alumiinum and acryylic heatsinks were used forr investigatingg the thermal conductivity effect
e
on
phosphor layyer temperaturee.
Table 1. Heatsink
H
configu
urations

Heatsinkk #1
Heatsinkk #2
Heatsinkk #3

Diam
meter of
thee hole
(m
mm)
19.1
7.2
7
4.4
4

Thickness of all heatsinks = 1.5 mm
Emitting
Emitting
Nu
umber of
su
surface areaa
urface area
holes
(mm2)
ratio
1
285
1.0
7
286
1.0
19
285
1.0

Conductiion
area (mm
m 2)

Conduction
area ratio
r

90
238
391

1.00
2.66
4.44
heatsink #2
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Figure 1. Sketch of LED light engine settup and heatsinkk (left), and sketch of heatsinks #1 and #2 with embedded phospphor
and epoxyy layer (right)

A sketch of the
t LED light engine assembbly for irradiatting the phosphhor layer embeedded in the heeatsink is illusstrated in
Figure 1 (left
ft). The short-w
wavelength irraadiance on the phosphor layerr was maintainned at a constannt value by conntrolling
the drive currrent of the LEDs and maintaaining the samee estimated junnction temperaature of the LE
EDs. The distannce from
the LEDs to the phosphorr layer-embeddded heatsink was
w also mainttained at a connstant distancee. The three phhosphorembedded heeatsink configu
urations had eqqual emitting suurface areas, as
a indicated in Table 1 and ass illustrated in Figure 1
(right). The emitting
e
surfacce area  ܣof heatsink #1 and the
t total emittiing surface areea, which is thee summation off surface
areas ܣଵ throough  ܣin heatsink #2, are equal. Similarrly, heatsink #3
# had the sam
me emitting surrface area as the
t other
heatsinks (Taable 1). The reaason for keepinng the emittingg areas the sam
me was to ensurre the same vissible radiant poower. On
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the other hannd, the heat conduction
c
areea, which is thhe interfacial surface area between
b
the phhosphor layer and the
heatsink matterial, increases as the numbeer of holes inccrease (Table 1).
1 As an exam
mple, the conduuction area in heatsink
#1, ܣ , is sm
maller than the total area in heatsink
h
#2 in Figure
F
1 (rightt). This increasse in the heat conduction
c
areea would
increase the amount of heaat transferred from
f
the phospphor layer to the
t heatsink, given
g
that the heatsink
h
is effe
fective in
dissipating thhe heat to the ambient.
a

3. EX
XPERIMEN
NT
A number of LEDs (peak
k wavelength ~448
~
nm) werre arranged onn an LED heaatsink and refleector cup asseembly to
generate a unniform irradian
nce on the phosphor plate at a fixed distancce from the LE
EDs. The LED operation tem
mperature
was maintainned at a fixed temperature at
a the referencee location speccified by the LED
L
manufactturer with the use of a
cooling fan and
a a heating ellement controllled by a tempeerature control system, as illuustrated in Figuure 2.
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Figure 2. Experimental seetup for surface temperature meaasurement includding the IR imagging camera
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r
power wiith sphere-spectrrometer system
Figure 3. Experimental seetup for visible radiant
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The machineed aluminum and acrylic heatsinks were em
mbedded with the
t same phospphor-to-epoxy concentrationn mixture
(1:10 ratio by
b weight). Th
he aluminum and
a acrylic heaatsink surfacess facing the LEDs
L
were paiinted white to achieve
similar surfaace properties. Surface tempeerature of the phosphor layeer and heatsinkk, and visible radiant powerr emitted
from the phoosphor layer an
nd heatsink were alternativelyy measured wiith the equipmeent illustrated in Figure 2 annd Figure
3, respectivelly.
An IR camera (spectral seensitivity: 7.5––14 μm) was used
u
to measuure the surface temperature of
o the phosphoor layerembedded heeatsink with an
n estimated target surface em
missivity. The surface
s
temperrature was meaasured at the geeometric
center of the phosphor layeer-embedded heeatsink assembbly, as illustrateed in Figure 4.. All temperatuure measuremeents were
conducted att steady-state operation of the LEDs annd steady-steaddy temperaturre of the phosphor layer-em
mbedded
heatsink. A sphere-spectrom
s
meter system was
w used to measure
m
the visiible radiant poower. The steaddy-state visiblee radiant
power was measured
m
at steaady-state operaation of the LE
EDs and the phoosphor layer-em
mbedded heatssink.

Figure 4. Geometric centeer temperature measurement
m
loccation on heatsinnk configurationss

4. RESULTS
Due to the physical
p
symm
metry of the heatsink
h
configgurations, the steady-state temperature
t
att the geometriic center
location of thhe phosphor laayer-embeddedd heatsink wass used for anaalysis of heatsiink effectiveneess. Table 2 shhows the
results for thhe aluminum heatsink
h
configgurations for thhe geometric center temperatture and the viisible radiant power
p
of
each heatsinkk configuratio
on relative to heatsink
h
#1. Inncreasing the conduction arrea from heatssink #1 to heaatsink #2
reduced the geometric cen
nter temperaturre by 25%, buut the relative visible radiannt power also reduced by 11%. The
increase in heat
h conduction
n area by 2.6 times
t
reduced the phosphor operation maxximum temperaature consideraably at a
loss of one-ttenth of the op
ptical power. Further
F
increassing the heat conduction areaa of heatsink #3
# to 4.4 times that of
heatsink #1 reduced
r
the maximum
m
tempeerature by 29%
% while the reelative radiant power reducedd by 33%. Thee further
increase did not provide much
m
benefit with
w respect too thermal manaagement whilee the optical performance
p
drrastically
reduced whenn the heat cond
duction area raatio was increassed greater thann 2.6 times thee heat conductiion area of heattsink #1.
Table 2. Geometric
G
centeer temperature annd relative visiblle radiant power results for alum
minum heatsink configurations
c

Heatsink
k #1
Std. Dev.

Avg.
Geometrric center
temperatture (°C)
Relativee visible
radiantt power

Heatssink #2
Avg.
Std. Dev.

H
Heatsink
#3
Avg.
Std. Dev.
D

110.8

1.5

83.5 (-25%)

0.2

79.1 (-29%)

1.22

100%

0%

89% (-11%)

2%

67% (-33%)

1%
%

The results in
i Table 2 sup
pport the hypoothesis that ann increased heaat conduction area of the heatsink leads to
t lower
operation tem
mperature of th
he phosphor layyer. However, at the same tim
me, the overalll light output of
o the remote phosphor
p
light engine used
u
in this stu
udy decreased.
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Table 3. Geometric center temperature measurements from aluminum and acrylic heatsinks

Heatsink
material
Aluminum
Acrylic

Heatsink #1
Avg.
Std. Dev.
110.8
1.5
125.8
2.1

Geometric center temperature (°C)
Heatsink #2
Avg.
Std. Dev.
83.5
0.2
126.3
0.2

Heatsink #3
Avg.
Std. Dev.
79.1
1.2
127.3
0.3

Table 3 shows the effect of thermal conductivity of the heatsink material on reducing phosphor layer temperature. The
aluminum heatsink reduced the geometric center temperature as the heat conduction area was increased while no
reduction in the geometric center temperature was observed with acrylic heatsinks when the heat conduction area was
increased. In addition, the acrylic heatsinks displayed higher phosphor operational temperature for all tested heatsink
conduction area configurations. These results illustrate that the geometrical aspects of the heatsink and thermal properties
of the heatsink material are important in this thermal management method.
LightTools®, a commercial ray-tracing simulation software, was used to systematically analyze the reduction of visible
radiant power when the heat conduction area was increased. The phosphor layer was modeled as a non-scattering
medium with a constant refractive index for these numerical simulations while the internal surface reflectivities were
changed systematically. These surfaces were considered as optical absorbers when the surface reflectivities were not
equal to unity. Figure 5 shows the different internal surfaces of the LED light engine setup where the surface reflectance
was varied.
LED mount surface
Heatsink surface
Cavity wall surface

Heat conduction surface

Figure 5. Sketch of LED light engine setup internal surfaces

Reduction in surface reflectivity decreased the visible radiant power output from the LED light engine due to the surface
absorption of photons. The visible radiant power output reduction was higher for the LED mount surface, the heatsink
underside surface, and the cavity wall (reflector cup) surface reflectivity reduction. The visible radiant power output
reduction was lower for the heatsink conduction surface reflectivity reduction compared to the other surfaces stated
above.
The visible radiant power output change was small (<5%) among the heatsink configurations for all internal LED light
engine surfaces except for the heatsink conduction surface. The change in heatsink configurations was ~10-15% with
respect to visible radiant output power for the heatsink conduction surface as the heatsink conduction area surface
reflectivity was reduced.
These findings provide a plausible explanation for the reduced visible radiant power when the heat conduction area was
increased. The increased conduction area improved heat transfer but it also increased the surface absorption of photons,
thus reducing the visible radiant power. A similar trend was observed with the reflectivity of the cavity surface and the
LED mount surface.
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Figure 6. Surface temperaature profile of heatsinks
h
#1 andd #2

Figure 6 shoows the surfacee temperature profile along a radial directiion of the phoosphor layer annd heatsink. Thhe radial
direction is illustrated
i
in the
t inset diagrrams. Heatsinkk #2 not only had a lower maximum phoosphor layer operating
o
temperature compared to heatsink #1, it also maintaained a lower uniform operrating temperaature across thhe entire
phosphor layyer. The surfacce temperaturee profile of heaatsink #3 was similar to heaatsink #2. Thee lower phosphhor layer
temperature reduces
r
the lum
men depreciatiion due to bindding material degradation
d
andd increases thee conversion effficiency
of the phosphhor compared to
t phosphor annd binding mateerial operating at a higher tem
mperature.

5. DISCUSSION
D
N
The use of metal
m
heatsinkss reduced heat buildup in thee phosphor layeer by effectiveely extracting the
t heat and effficiently
transferring it
i to the ambien
nt. The effectivveness of heat transfer
t
of thesse metal heatsinks depends onn the geometryy and the
thermal condduction propertties. The heatsinks used in thhe present studdy reduced the phosphor layeer temperature but also
reduced the visible radiantt power. As paart of an ongooing study, the authors are innvestigating otther heatsink and
a light
engine configgurations to im
mprove overall light output whhile reducing thhe phosphor laayer temperaturre.
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